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ABSTRACT
The present work introduces a numerical investigation of steam ejector optimum performance at constant
pressure ratio used in many applications. The present study aims to maximize the ejector efficiency by
optimizing the ejector mass ratio. The effect of geometrical parameters on ejector mass ratio and its efficiency
is investigated at constant operating conditions. These parameters are the ejector convergent section angle, the
constant area mixing chamber length and the angle of the ejector divergent section. The results showed that
the ejector wall static pressure distributions were greatly affected by the investigated geometrical parameters.
Furthermore, In order to avoid separation, the ejector divergent section angle must be selected carefully
together with the operating conditions. The ejector mass ratio and efficiency increased with increasing the
previously stated three geometrical parameters to gain their upper limit values, subsequent to that, the
efficiency and mass ratio decreased with increasing these geometrical parameters indicating that there are
optimum geometrical parameters. Moreover, an optimum value of the ejector efficiency and mass ratio took
place at about  =4.8o, LCA= 70 mm and  =3.6o at given operating conditions.
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1. Introduction
Ejectors are frequently encountered in many different
applications such as refrigeration systems due to low
energy consumption and reliability. Another
important application is the multi-effect distillation
(MED) that reduces the consumption of energy of
seawater desalination systems greatly when used in
combination with thermal vapor compression (TVC)
fulfilled through using steam ejector. The
optimization of steam ejector performance can
improve the energy efficiency of MED-TVC
desalination systems. Ejectors are generally used due
to their easy construction and simple operation.
However, ejector operation involves severe
irreversible mixing and friction resulting in a very
low thermodynamic efficiency. A highly pressurized
motive steam in the ejector is known as the primary
fluid. The primary fluid flows through a motive flow
nozzle to entrain the secondary fluid. The primary
and secondary flows mix together in a duct and then
the flow pressure is recovered in a diffuser.
Theoretically, there must be a complete swap of
momentum at the end of mixing duct producing a
uniform mixed stream flow travelling at a mean
velocity between the motive and suction flow
velocities. A diffuser is fitted in order to reduce the
losses as possible by decreasing gradually the flow

velocity to convert the exit kinetic energy from the
mixing duct to pressure.
Numerous early experimental and theoretical studies
focused on the enhancement of ejector efficiency to
overcome the low COP of the ejector based systems
to be more economically attractive. A steam ejector
refrigerator designed for operation at high evaporator
and boiler temperatures and low temperature of the
condenser should have higher COP and should need
larger area ratio ejector than otherwise [1]. Optimal
performance of fixed-geometry ejectors for
refrigeration systems is difficult to achieve under
various operating conditions [2]. As increasing both
the boiler and evaporator temperatures would require
decreasing the ejector geometry whilst increasing the
condenser temperature would require decreasing it. A
parametric simulation study on steam injector
performance indicated that the throat diameter of the
mixing section, the central liquid conduit position,
and area contraction ratio were responsible for the
steam injector functioning range [3]. For high area
contraction ratios, high discharge pressures could be
attained however the working range decreased. Riffat
and Omer [4] studied the effect of the exit position of
the nozzle (NXP) on the ejector performance and
showed that a better performance will be obtained
with locating the nozzle exit at least 0.21 length of
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the throat diameter of the mixing chamber upstream
of the mixing chamber entrance than pushing it into
the mixing chamber. Aphornratana and Eames [5]
studied experimentally the effect of the NXP on the
COP of a steam-ejector refrigerator. The results
indicated that the cooling capacity and COP could be
changed as much as 100% by changing the NXP.
Which is confirmed experimentally, through the
pressure profile analysis along a steam-ejector
refrigerator given by [6]. Not only the NXP was
found effective, but the nozzle size as well.
Through the past decades, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) methods have been regarded as an
efficient means to analyze ejector performance and to
predict its behavior. The nozzle exit position (NXP)
and the constant-area mixing section diameter were
shown to be important ejector design parameter.
However, the constant-area diameter improved the
ejector performance only when operating in critical
mode with a shock in the diffuser [7]. Two ejector
optimization techniques using and constant-pressure
ejector flow models were presented and compared by
Yapici and Ersoy [8]. The results showed that the
optimum area ratio determined using constant-area
model was greater than that of the constant-pressure
one. The optimum area ratio increased with generator
temperature, decreased with condenser temperature
and was much less affected by the variation in
evaporator temperature. CFD investigation on the
characteristics and efficient design of an ejector used
in refrigeration systems showed that the suction zone
shape has not affected the performance of the ejector
as the flow patterns of axisymmetric and 3D
simulation were similar [9].
Hewedy et al. [10] presented a comprehensive
optimization of air ejectors at different and wide
ranges of operating conditions and geometries.
However, that previous work did not consider the
change in both convergent and divergent angles of
the ejector mixing duct and diffuser. Different
optimum design correlations were deduced at given
ejector angles to maximize the ejector efficiency and
it was concluded that the entire optimization would
change negatively if the ejector angles changed. Two
kinds of mixing chamber structure including the
convergent and constant-area sections were proposed
to enhance ejector performance, one is for optimum
entrainment ratio, and the other is for optimum
critical discharging pressure [11]. Performance
prediction of steam ejector for refrigeration
applications using CFD was studied by Sriveerakul et
al. [12, 13]. The ejector optimum performance was
investigated and found to be mainly governed by
both operating conditions and geometries. The
complications of the flow and the mixing process in
the ejector such as phenomena on choked flow, jet
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core effect and presence of oblique shocks were
discussed. It was shown that the effective area does
exist; however, it was difficult to locate its exact
position within the ejector conduit. Additionally, both
entrainment ratio and critical back pressure could be
varied simultaneously by adjusting three parameters,
namely the primary fluid saturated pressure, the
secondary fluid saturated pressure and the primary
nozzle size. Furthermore, the area ratio between the
nozzle and constant-area section, NXP and constantarea section length influenced considerably both
entrainment ratio and critical back pressure.
Obviously, an optimal area ratio exited depending on
the ejector operating conditions [14].
Varga et al. [15] investigated numerically ejector
efficiencies of the primary nozzle, suction, mixing
and diffuser sections at different nozzle diameters.
The results indicated the nozzle efficiency was only
slightly affected by nozzle diameter. The efficiencies
for the mixing process increased slightly with back
pressure until an optimum value beyond which they
considerably dropped while the diffuser efficiency
depended on the condenser conditions. The operating
and structural parameters including the length of
mixing chamber, length of the second throat,
diameter of the second throat and diameter of the
primary nozzle were found effective in optimum
design of steam ejector [16]. Where, optimal values
of these parameters are needed for maximizing the
entrainment ratio. Moreover, the optimum geometries
of two-phase flow ejector for refrigeration
applications were correlated to the operating
conditions by Ghonim [17]. It was stated that the
maximum ejector efficiency is mainly dependent on
the correct choice of the geometries which suits the
operating conditions range.
More recently, Wang et al. [18] performed a
systematic investigation on an ejector refrigeration
system operating near the critical back pressure. The
primary pressure was varied to achieve the highest
efficiency through obtaining an optimum entrainment
ratio at critical back pressure. Huang et al. [19]
Simulated and optimized a new ejector refrigeration
system under different ambient temperatures. It was
concluded that the compressor work of the optimized
ejector could be reduced by 10% resulting in an
increase in COP of 11% at ambient temperature of
35o C. Chen et al. [20] presented a model for
evaluation of the ejector nozzles performance used in
refrigeration systems. It is clarified that the predicted
ejector nozzles performance based on an ideal gas
assumptions can be significantly different from that
based on the real fluid properties. Because for the
two-phase nozzle, the speed of sound error value may
cause huge differences in the performance of the
nozzle and even predictions of the efficiency of
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nozzle are greater than unity. Zhang et al. [21, 22]
used ideal gas assumption CFD model to investigate
the effect of friction losses on the efficiency of
ejector, and showed that it diminished 12.9% when
roughness increased from 5  to 100. The ejector is
composed of five categories: a suction chamber,
nozzle, constant-area section, mixing chamber, and
diffuser. It was also pointed out that the diffuser and
the constant-area sections have the most effective
impact on performance of an ejector. When the
diffuser and constant-area surface roughness
increased from 5 to 300, the entrainment ratio was
decreased by 12.15% and 8.7%, respectively.
Hence, as has been discussed previously, the
performance of an ejector is very sensitive to its
geometry and a little change in it can affect greatly
and negatively the ejector performance. Although
there were numerous researches on the ejector
geometries, no enough information was found in the
available massive literature on estimating the
optimum geometries which can attain the ideal flow
pattern resulting in minimum fluid energy
dissipation. Therefore, the ultimate motivation behind
the present work is to optimize the steam ejector
performance (efficiency) by maximizing the mass
flow ratio by selecting the optimum geometries at
constant operating pressures. This will be fulfilled
through the following:
1) Development and validation of a 2-D
mathematical model to predict the suction mass flow
rate of supersonic steam ejectors,
2) Selecting the optimum angles of the convergent
mixing duct and the diffuser of an ejector in order to
optimize the mass ratio for a given operating
pressures,
3) Selecting the optimum constant area mixing duct
length of an ejector to optimize the mass ratio for the
same operating pressures as well, and
4) Relating the ejector mass ratio and efficiency to
the investigated ejector geometrical parameters by
numerically based correlations deduced from the
theoretical investigation to optimize the ejector
design (maximum efficiency).

13 & 23], that similar results to a real gas model were
obtained when the operating pressures are relatively
low. The properties of water vapor given in the
database of FLUENT are listed in Table 1. The
working fluid density is calculated using the ideal gas
relation and other properties are defined as constants
throughout the simulation. The governing equations
are written as in [23, 24 & 25]:
The equation of mass conservation is

2. Mathematical Model
The governing equations that describe the behavior of
flow through ejectors are presented in this section.
The theoretical model is formulated using these
assumptions: single-phase flow, two-dimensional,
turbulent and compressible flow. A horizontal ejector
is considered and the flow is steady axisymmetric.
The working fluid of the proposed model (water
vapor) is considered an ideal gas. Although the
single-phase ideal gas assumption seems to be
unrealistic, it was reported by some researchers [12,
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Where,  eff is the turbulent shear stress tensor,
the velocity vector and Sh is the energy source term.
The efficiency of steam ejector is given by [25].

  MR

hb  hs
hm  hb

(5)

Where, hb, hs and hm are the enthalpies of the back,
suction and motive steams, respectively which are
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obtained from REFPROP, as reported by [20] at
constant pressure and temperature. MR is the mass
ratio (ratio of suction to motive mass flow rates).
Table 1. Working fluid properties (water vapor) [24]
Property
Value
Viscosity, µ
1.34x10-5 kg/m. s
Thermal conductivity, K
0.02610 W/m. K
Specific heat capacity, Cp
2014.0 J/kg. K
Molecular weight, Mw
18.0153 kg/ kmol
3. Turbulence modeling
The turbulence model adapted in this work is the
realizable k- model [23, 24, and 26]. Additionally,
this model provides a better performance in case of
rotational flow, severe adverse pressure gradient
boundary layer and separated flow which is possibly
encountered in diffusers of steam ejectors [13, 23,
and 24]. The standard and realizable k-ε models
differ in two crucial things. The realizable one has a
new for the turbulent viscosity formulation.
Moreover, it derived a new equation for the
dissipation rate transport,  using an exact equation
for the transport of the mean-square vorticity
fluctuation.
The turbulent kinetic energy and the rate of
dissipation are given by [18]:
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Where, Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy generation
caused by the gradients of mean velocity and Gb
represents the turbulence kinetic energy generation
caused by buoyancy. The fluctuating dilatation
contribution in the compressible turbulence to the
overall rate of dissipation is neglected. The userdefined source terms are Sk and S. Where,
*
k
C1  max 0.43 *
,  *  S , S  2S ij S ij
(8)

 5
The strain rate tensor ( Sij ), the notation ( ij )
describes the direction. When i or j =1, this case
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corresponding to the x-direction, i or j =2 means the
r-direction.
In turbulence modeling,
k2
t   C ,  eff    t



4. Procedure of solution
The numerical solution is obtained using FLUENT
6.3 with finite volume solver, [24]. Where an
axisymmetric
compressible
two-dimensional
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
with the realizable k- turbulence model are adapted.
The steam ejector considered in the present study is
constructed of an ejector and a primary flow nozzle.
A secondary flow is sucked by the ejector due to
strong acceleration of the primary flow in the nozzle.
The physical domain, boundary conditions, the
computational domain and the main geometrical parts
are the mixing chamber, secondary inflow, diffuser
and throat as illustrated in Fig.1.
The segregated solver is used for solving the
discretization equations with the boundary and initial
conditions. The momentum and mass conservations
are sequentially solved with an equation of pressure
correction. The computational mesh generated for
simulating steam ejector corresponds to the
measurements of [12, 13]. The effect of grid
refinement on the quality of results is tested in the
present study of steam ejector, in which 6200 nodes
for the first nozzle part and 16950 nodes for the
second mixture part. For ideal steam flow, the
properties of saturated steam (pressure and
temperature), are used in the inlet flow. The
boundary condition at exit is pressure outlet. Since
the flow is axisymmetric about the ejector center line,
only the upper half is considered for the CFD
computations
5. Results and discussion
The ejector performance is mainly characterized by
mass ratio and the ejector efficiency. A well designed
steam ejector is the one that can deliver the maximum
attainable mass ratio with higher efficiency.
Figure 2 presents the code validation based on the
experimental data provided by Sriveerakul et al. [12,
13]. It is clearly shown that the presented code is
capable of predicting the ejector performance well. In
addition, Fig. (2.a) shows that the mass ratio is
constant with back pressure increment until a certain
value which is called the breakdown point. By
increasing the back pressure higher than t he
breakdown point a reversed flow region dominated at
the ejector exit. Which results in delivering the steam
flow back to the suction inlet and the ejector
dramatically malfunctions.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. (1)- (a) Schematic drawing of the physical domain, (b) boundary conditions
and the computational domain for the steam ejector
numerical results of Sriveerakul et al. [13] and
present numerical Mach number and static pressure
distributions along the ejector showing shocking
position at A-A respectively. However, the
fluctuations in both pressure and Mach number,
shown in Fig. (2.d), are apparently due to an
incomplete mixing of motive and suction flows.
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Fig. (2. a) Effect of back pressure on mass ratio of
steam ejector based on experimental data provided by
Sriveerakul et al. [12]
However, Fig. (2.b) illustrates that present
numerically predicted static pressure profile along the
ejector was compared well to the experimental data
provided by [12]. The maximum absolute prediction
errors of mass ratio and static pressure were found to
be about 3.57% and 4.13%, respectively. Fig. (2.c
and d) depict Mach number contours compared to
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Fig. (2. b) Comparison between present numerical
static pressure profile along the ejector and
experimental data provided by Sriveerakul et al. [12]
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Fig. (2. c) Comparison of the present numerical Mach number contours with the numerical results of
Sriveerakul et al. [13] at Pb =30 mbar, Tm =130 oC and Ts =10 oC
radius and the diffuser length were 130, 9.5, and 180
mm. respectively. While, the operating pressures P m,
P = 30 m bar
Ps and Pb were given constant values of 2.7, 0.06, and
M ach N u m b er
0.075 bar respectively as well.
S t a t ic P r e s s u r e
The effect of the constant-pressure mixing section
half angle, β on the wall static pressure distribution
along the ejector axis is shown in Fig. (3. a). It can be
observed clearly in the figure that increasing the
A
constant-pressure mixing section half angle leads to
an increase in the static pressure along the ejector
mixing sections. No abrupt pressure rise is seen in the
diffuser section as a pressure outlet boundary
condition is set at the exit. The increase in the static
pressure at the ejector inlet may be attributed to the
A
increase in the secondary flow suction area due to
increasing the constant-pressure mixing section angle
D ista n ce A lo n g E jecto r (m m )
while keeping its length and exit diameter constants.
Increasing the secondary flow suction area will
Fig. (2. d) Present numerical Mach number and static
consequently decrease the flow velocity and increase
pressure distributions along the ejector showing
its pressure. For a given constant-pressure mixing
shocking position at A-A given in Fig. (2. c)
section half angle, the pressure is decreased up to the
exit of the constant-pressure mixing section. This
The steam ejector efficiency given in Eqn. (5) can be
decrease in pressure is due to the decrease of the flow
enhanced by optimizing the ejector mass ratio, MR
area along the ejector axis and friction as well which
and its operating pressures as well (motive (P m),
dominated the tendency for pressure rise caused by
suction (Ps) and back (Pb) pressures). M. S. Farag,
the mixing process itself. Furthermore, in the
[25] enhanced the ejector efficiency up to 55% by
constant-area mixing section the static pressure
operating it at low pressure ratios for a given ejector
increases up to a certain distance and decreases after
geometry. However, present results concern with
it for almost all values of the angles, β. The increase
enhancing the steam ejector efficiency by optimizing
in the pressure may be explained by the mixing
its mass ratio at different ejector geometries. A
process which is still taking place. However, after
motive flow nozzle with throat radius of 1 mm and an
completion of the mixing process, the static pressure
exit radius of 4 mm was used in the numerical
decreases only due to friction. Figure (3, b) illustrates
simulation. In addition, the constant-pressure mixing
the effect of the constant-pressure mixing section half
section length, the constant-area mixing section
angle,  on the centerline Mach number distribution
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along the ejector axis. The fluctuation of Mach
number is apparently due to incomplete mixing of
both flows. No effect of the angle β is surely noticed
along the axis of the primary flow supersonic nozzle
and a very slight effect is seen in the constantpressure mixing section. This is apparently because
the mixing process is still at the beginning which
means that only primary flow exits in the flow core.
Moreover, after the onset of the mixing process in the
constant-area mixing section it is seen that the effect
of the angle β is opposite to that in Fig. (3, a).
Increasing the flow Mach number will lead to an
increase in the flow velocity and a decrease in its
pressure.
The ejector mass ratio, MR and consequently its
efficiency are greatly affected by constant-pressure
mixing section half angle, β which is depicted in Fig.
4. An optimum value of the mass ratio took place at
about β = 4.8o leading to a maximum efficiency of
about 10.8. Furthermore, the influences of the
constant-area mixing section length, LCA on both wall
static pressure and Mach number distributions along
the ejector axis are illustrated respectively in Fig. 5.
Generally, decreasing the constant-area mixing
section length caused the static pressure to increase
due to less friction except for LCA =50 mm.
This is apparently because for LCA=50 mm the
constant-area mixing section length was not long
enough to complete mixing of the primary and
secondary flows. Figure 6 depicts the effect of the
constant-area mixing section length on both ejector
efficiency and mass ratio. Both maximum efficiency
and mass ratio took place at LCA =70 mm.
On the other hand, the effect of diffuser section half
angle, α on the wall static pressure distribution along
the ejector axis is shown in Fig. (7. a). It is shown
clearly that increasing the diffuser half angle, α leads
to an increase in the static pressure along the ejector
axis due to an increase in the flow area except at the
exit which is set as a boundary condition. Almost an
opposite effect of the diffuser angle on the centerline
Mach number distribution along the ejector length is
reasonably shown in Fig. (7. b). The mass ratio is
apparently affected by the diffuser angle which is
depicted in Fig. 8. An optimum value of the mass
ratio took place at about 3.6o of the diffuser half
angle. It is important to determine the optimum angle
of the diffuser at a given operating condition for
optimum efficiency of the ejector. Otherwise, the
unoptimized diffuser angle will consequently lead to
a diminished value of both ejector efficiency and
mass ratio.
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Fig. 3 Effect of constant-pressure mixing section half
angle on wall static pressure and centerline Mach
number distributions along the ejector axis.
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Fig. 4 Effect of constant-pressure mixing section half
angle on mass ratio and ejector efficiency
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Table 2. Coefficients of correlation (9)
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Y
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6t.88866296
a3
-8t8662980.69.
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Table 3. Coefficients of correlation (9)
for x=LCA and Y=MR or 
MR
8t090.68881
8t88680886229
-0.0001619675085
3.876859108E-7


6t09608828.
8t8.0..669.18
-0.0008848847282
2.118062721E-6

Comparisons between the numerically predicted
ejector mass ratio and efficiency and the values
obtained by the deduced correlations are illustrated
respectively in Fig. 9. The comparisons show
acceptable agreements where the minimum
coefficients of determination of mass ratio and
efficiency by correlation (9) were about 0.979 and
0.968 respectively. The numerical predictions of both
ejector mass ratio and efficiency which are shown in
Figs. 4, 6 and 8 are separately used to develop
correlations relating ejector mass ratio and efficiency
to constant-pressure mixing section half (),
constant-area mixing section length (LCA) and
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Fig. 5 Effect of constant-area mixing section length
on wall static pressure and centerline Mach number
distributions along the ejector axis
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The obtained correlations for the steam ejector under
consideration are in the following form:

Y  k 0 ak x k
n

(9)

0 .0 8

1 .8 9
1 .8 8

W a ll E j e c t o r P r e s s u r e ( b a r )

Where the different Coefficients, ak are given in
Tables (2, 3 and 4). The correlations are valid only
for the ranges shown in Figs. 4, 6 and 8. Figure 10
depicts the contours of velocity streamline along the
ejector axis. Severe separation is clearly seen starting
from the beginning of the diffuser section which may
be the reason of the decrease in efficiency shown in
Fig. 8 at  = 10o.
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Fig. 7 Effect of diffuser section half angle on wall
static pressure and centerline Mach number
distributions along the ejector axis
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5. Conclusions
The present paper introduces an optimization study
for testing a steam ejector working at given operating
conditions. Although an unrealistic single-phase ideal
gas model was adapted, the proposed CFD model
predicted well the mass flow ratio when validated
against previously published experiments. The results
leaded to concluding that, there are operational and
geometrical constraints for using the steam ejectors in
order to optimize their performances. For instance, it
is important to determine the optimum angle of the
diffuser at a given operating condition for optimum
efficiency of the ejector. Otherwise, the un-optimized
diffuser angle will consequently lead to smaller value
of mass ratio.
Moreover, An optimum value of the ejector
efficiency and mass ratio took place at about  =4.8o,
LCA= 70 mm and  =3.6o at given operating
conditions which means that for every operating
conditions range there is an optimum geometry that
should be selected properly. Correlations for ejector
optimum efficiency and mass ratio design were
obtained by fitting the numerical results and relating
these optimum values to three ejector geometric
parameters, ( , LCA and ).
Finally, the results provided appropriate guidance for
ejector efficiency assessment and optimization to
make ejectors more economically and technologically
attractive in industrial applications. Additionally, the
results concerning the pressure and Mach number
distributions along the ejector axis leaded to better
understanding of the mixing process in the ejector
and the phenomenon of its operation which is
essential for optimum ejector modeling. Future
continuation of the present work will be conducted
using a real steam model taking into consideration
condensation process and shocks in comparison with
the ideal steam model.
Nomenclatures
Cp specific heat capacity [J/kg.K]
Cµ dimensionless constant of the turbulence model
D diameter [m]
h specific enthalpy of evaporation [J/kg]
k turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2]
K thermal conductivity [W/m.K]
LCA constant-area mixing section length [m]
 mass flow rate [kg/s]
m
s m
m
MR mas ratio, m
MW molecular weight [kg/kmole]
M Mach Number
P pressure [Pa]
u x -direction velocity [m/s]
v r -direction velocity [m/s]

r radius, [m]
T temperature [K]
x, r oeedjrmdore ljjmrdjr.t/
αeff effective thermal diffusivity
α the diffuser section half angle
β the convergent section half angle
µ viscosity [kg/m.s]
µt turbulent viscosity [kg/m.s]
µeff effective dynamic viscosity [kg/m.s]
 density [kg/m3]
 turbulence dissipation rate [m2/s3]
ij shear stress [Pa]
 the ejector efficiency
* coefficient in equation (8)
 Specific turbulent dissipation rate (mean
frequency of turbulence), =/k [1/s]
Gk turbulent kinetic energy mean velocity gradients
Gb buoyancy turbulence kinetic energy
Sk , S the user-defined source terms
SU , SV x and r directions source terms
Sh the energy source term
Sij the strain rate tensor

V the velocity vector [m/s]
C1, C2, C1, C2 constants in equation (7)
Abbreviations
COP coefficient of performance
REFPROP Reference properties
Subscripts
b back
i, j describe the direction. When i or j=1, this case
corresponding to the x-direction, i or j=2 means the rdirection.
m motive
s suction
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